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Abst ract - -  The  authors continue the study of shock waves  stability in layered structures started 
in [i]. The  ffi-posedness of a linear initial-boundary value prob lem on shock waves  stability is proven 
with the help of Hadamard- type  ill-posedness examples. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper, the authors continue to study shock waves  stability in the so-called layered 
structures. A general formulation of a linear initial-boundary value prob lem on shock wave  
stability has been given in [i]. The  well-posedness of this p rob lem in some particular cases was  
studied. It is proven that the shock wave  in layered systems is unstable in these cases as well. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
In [1], the hydrodynamical system which describes water-oil layered systems has been presented 
in detail (see also the fundamental paper [2]). In [1], strong shock equations for this model and 
the general formulation of the so-called main problem on stability of shock waves have also been 
given. In the description of this problem, we use the notation [1], the solutions of the system of 
equation so will be discussed in the domain t > 0, 2 E R3_, t > 0, i C R~_ 
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L~w~ + v3~ 
Op~ 
L~v~ + 
Lccv3c¢ + floo OX3 
. .~ 0v3c¢ 
L~p~ + div± ~Y~ + p~ 
= 0, 
= 0, i = 1,2, 
^ ^2 c92wc¢ 
= N~a~-  B ~  
- -  0 ,  
- -  - 5 ~ A ± w ~ ,  (Zl) 
Lw + v3 = O, 
Ls = O, 
Op 
Lv i+~=O,  i=1 ,2 ,  
Lv3 + fl---o = ~[A2W -- BA ~ - aA±w + Ox3' 
Lp + div± g + ~ Ov3 = O, 
Ox3 
which satisfy the boundary conditions on t > 0, xl = 0, (x2,xa) E R 2, 
(2.2) 
[w] =w-w~=0,  
M1 
F~ = i_~--- 7 
1+M12 MIR1 ^^ 1 { 1 + MI~ J~lc~J~c~'~z¢ } 
Vl "~ ~ P  -- - -2  s + M1BTb32 = ~ vloo + --P~2MI~ + 2 b3~ , 
1 
V 3 -4- ~ l lb l  - Ab I - ~ v3°° -~- ~---~1 blc~ - M1----- ~
M 2 0+ + 0+ 1)  + + 1 
1 M2 
k~ {(1 + MI~Mlk~)p~ + (Mice q- Mlkc~)Vlc~} - ~-~-~1 Bc /ccb3°°vl = 0. 
Here, woo, vi~, p~, w, vi, p, i = 1,2, 3 are small perturbations of the layered system parameter, 
the components of the velocity vector g = (vl, v2, v3), the pressure ahead and behind the shock; 
2 = (xl, x2, x3), R~: = {2 [ :i:xi > 0, (x2, X3) E R2}, s is a small perturbation of the entropy 
behind the shock (perturbations ahead the shock are supposed to be zero, see [1]), 
L=~+M1 , L~=koo~+Ml~ 1' 
MI~(> 0), k~(> 0), ~ ,~(> o), ~(> o), i~(1 > 5,~ > o), ~(> o), MI(> 0), ~,~(> 0), 
/3(> 0), i(1 > i > 0), 5(> 0), E, Vl, ~/~, @, R1, /2, and D are constants, their full description is 
given in [1] 
0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 
div± = ~ + Ox----2' A± = ~ + Ox~ ' A = A± + Ox2z ,
F = F(t, x2, x3) is a small perturbation of the shock front b = (bi, b2, b3), b~ = o~ ~,  i = 1,2, 3. 
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Problem (2.1)-(2.3) is obtained by linearization of the nonlinear hydrodynamical model for 
layered structures and nonlinear equations of a strong shock with respect o a pf6cewise constant 
solution. This piecewise constant solution is given in detail [1]. From the physical point of view, 
it means that, we have a shock wave which separates the supersonic stationary incoming flow of 
a continuum; the Math number ahead of the shock wave is 
: i~ -  > 1, see [1], 
and the subsonic stationary flow behind the shock wave; the Mach number behind the shock 
wave 
/~1 M1 : ^ < 1, see [1]. 
A 
In [1], for No¢, N > 0, the ill-posedness of problems (2.1)-(2.3) is proven with the help of the 
Hadamard-type examples of ill-posedness. From the physical point of view, it means instability 
of shock waves in layered systems. 
In this paper, we assume N~ = 0. It has been shown in [1], that if 
(a) MI~ _> 1, (b) M~o  > 5-~, (2.4) 
then, the main problem (2.1)-(2.3) at N~ = 0 can be written as follows. In the domain t > 0, 
c R~_, the solution to (2.2), which satisfies the following boundary conditions at t > 0, xl = 0, 
(x~,x3) 6R  2 
where 
W=0,  
Ft = ~p, 
# 
Vl + dMlp = O, 
(M21 - G) b 1 @ NAb I -~ MI~F~ = O, 
(2 .5 )  
S = Pp, 
- 12~--- =1 
2M1 (D - M1R1W2)' 
Mid = 1 + M~ M1RlV 
2M1 2 
#=M21 -d -R lu  
,01 
can be found. 
Next, we consider the question on well-posedness of problems (2.1)-(2.3) under the assumption 
that inequality (2.4) is not fulfilled. We also study well-posedness of the problem (2.2), (2.5) which 
is a version of the main problems (2.1)-(2.3). 
3. ILL -POSEDNESS OF PROBLEMS (2.1)-(2.3) 
Usually, for the case of linear initial-boundary value problems, the Hadamard-type examples 
are constructed with the help of particular exponential solutions to problems (2.1)-(2.3) (then, 
we consider the 2D variant of this). To be precise, we seek the solutions to (2.1) in the following 
form 
Vl°° (t~ X, z) = V.~ exp{n(Tt +rx  + iez)}, x < 0, (3.1) 
\ p~ \ P~ 
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to (2.2), in the form 
(;) Vl  t, X, Z) = V~I] exp{n(rt  + Rx + i~z)}, x > o. (3.2) 
Here, x = Xl, z = x3, W~, Vi~, V3oo, P~,  W, S, 171, Va, :P, T, r, R are some, generally speaking, 
complex constants; moreover, 
Re~- > 0, Rer  > 0, ReR < 0, (3.3) 
constants e, n > 0 (n is an integer). The small perturbation of the shock front is given in the 
form 
F(t, z) = Fo exp{n(Tt + iez)}, (3.4) 
where F0 is a constant. 
We substitute (3.1) into (2.1) and obtain a linear algebraic system to determine W~,  Vloo, 
Va~, P~ 
~4~ V3o~ : 0. (3.5) 
P~ 
Here, 17d~ = nW~, 
AO0 = 
[~ 0 r 
[~ = k~T + rMl~,  ~ = [?~l~e 2- ~r  2. System (3.5) has a nontrivial solution if 
det A~ = 0, 
i.e., 
_ ÷ _ -0  
We treat (3.6) as an equation with respect o r and determine its roots with the desired property 
Re r > O, (see (3.3)). 
Then, we assume that e is small and T is known. If condition (2.4) is not fulfilled, then equa- 
tion (3.6) has either a single root with the desired property (if either (a) or (b) is not fulfilled) 
or two roots (if both (a) and (b) are not fulfilled) 
~ooT ]gent 
r l  - 1 - M~ + o (~), r~ - ~ -  M I~ + O (~) .  (3.7) 
We substitute (3.2) into (2.2) and obtain the linear algebraic system to determine W, S, V1, V3, 
and 7 )
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where W = nW, 
[ = 7 + JJrR, ?j = &(R2 - e2)2 + $i2e2s2 - ER2~2, s2 = l/n2. System (3.8) has a nontrivial 
solution if 
detd = 0, 
i.e., 
i{fi(R+,)2(R-,)2(i-R)(i+R)-~2(i2(RZ-i2-/?2~2) 
-(i”-R2) (ki2t2-ZR2))}=0. 
(3.9) 
We treat (3.9) as an equation with respect to R and find four roots with the desired property 
(remember that, I$ > 0, Mr < 1) 
R1=--E+E~r)+... , 
R2=-c+~Rp)+... , 
R3 = - jf& + O (E2) . 
Here, n is sufficiently large (E is small), 
R(l) = k& 12 > 
(3.10) 
From the above results, we have a particular solution to the main problem (2.1)-(2.3) in the form 
(the sum has only one summand if only one condition in (2.4) is not fulfilled), 5 < 0, 
W 
s II Vl (t, x,2) = exp{n(-rt + ize)} 03 P 
X 
ii 
&m 
s(O) 
0 
0 
0 I 
exp(nRez) + 2 
j=l 
x > 0, 
F = Fo exp{n(rt + ize)}. 
&f(i) 
0 
,$i, 
v,'j' 
p(i) 
(3.11) 
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We have a linear system with 21 equations to determine I~  ) , V (2 ,  V (~,  P~) ,  I~ (°) , S (°) , l~ (j) , 
V (j), V (j), P(J), F0, k = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, 3. We can see that this system is underestimated since the 
number of unknowns is greater than the number of equations. It is known (see [3]), that in this 
case the system always has a nontrivial solution. Thus, we constructed a (3.11)-like nontrivial 
particular solution to the main problem; the same situation is observed if only one condition 
in (2.4) is not fulfilled. This fact means that we have proven the ill-posedness of problems (2.1)- 
(2.3) (see [4]) and, consequently, the instability of shock waves in layered systems. 
4. THE ILL -POSEDNESS OF  PROBLEMS (2 .2) , (2 .5 )  
Taking into account the results of paper [1] and the previous section, it is easy to see that 
the study the well-posedness of the problems (2.2),(2.5), in order, to complete our discussion of 
stability of shock waves in layered systems was necessary. We seek the solution to (2.2) in the 
form 
vl ( t ,x ,z)  = V1 exp{n(~- t+Rx+iz )} ,  x > 0. (4.1) 
½ 
P 
The small perturbation of the front shock is given in the form 
F(t, z) = Fo exp{n(~-t + iz)}. (4.2) 
We assume that, n > 0 is large and ~- can be presented in the form 
1 
7 = ~-0 +z~-i + . . .  , ReTo > 0, z=- .  
n 
We substitute (4.1) into (2.2) and obtain the linear algebraic system to determine W, S, V1, 
½, P 
0 4 
where I~d = nW, 
[ o o o 
A= o ~ o R , 
ie2~ 0 -z2[ -~iE 2 
o R i~ [ 
[=T+M1R,  
= ~ (R ~ _ 1) ~ +~%~ _ eR~.  
System (4.3) has a nontrivial solution if det .4 = O, i.e., 
(4.4) 
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We consider (4.4) as an equation with respect o R and determine four roots with the desired 
property (Re R < 0) 
9" 
R0-  MI' 
R1 = -1  + eR~ 1) + . . .  , 
(4.5) 
R2 = -1  + zlR~ 1) +. . .  , 
R3 : TO 7"1 
I+M~ I+M~ s+' ' ' "  
Here, 
R (1) = -4-V~ , 1,2 
= 4~ (~-~ - 1) 
l=  9-0 - M1. 
We rewrite the expression i  the curly brackets (see (4.4)) as either 
R = -1  + eV~ (4.6) 
or  
t~ -~. T E 2 y~ 
1 +M1 
(4.7) 
and obtain equations to determine the roots R1,2,3. Here, 
Y= 
REMARK 4.1. From the above results, we have a particular solution to (2.2),(2.5) in the form 
Vl (t, x, z) ---- exp{n(Tt + i z )}  
X 
| / 3 
\ p(J) (4.s) 
x>O,  
F = Fo exp{n(9-t + iz)}. 
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We have the following linear algebraic system to determine ~(0) ,  S(0), 17d(J), V (j) , V3 (j), p(J),  Fo 
~ol/~r(O) -[- i¢2~S(°) = O, 
~j~(J) + v2 ) = 0, 
[j~(J) + RjVl (j) + ~v~(J) = o, j -- 1, 2, a, 
3 
W (y) + IV (°) = o, 
j=l 
3 
n~-Fo = =# ~ p(i), 
j=l 
E (V(j) ÷ dM17)(J)) =0,  
j=l 
(4.9) 
( t ) ( ) [(M2 - 0-) E2 - N] R0~/~r(0) -] - Rjw(J) -~N R31N(°) -t- E R3 Vv'(J) ~-Ml~iEFo=O , j=l 
3 
S(0) ~- / /E  ~r)(j), 
j=l 
where 
~0 = ~ (R0 ~ -1)~+ (~x~-~Ro ~)~2 
[j =~'+MIRj(¢O), j = 1,2,3. 
System (4.9) can be reduced to an algebraic system of three equations 
3 
j=l 
3 
j=l 
3 
E (~ {~ (~ + ~;  + ~-  1/+~ (~ -~/} (~; - ~)  - , z~-~ ~) ~(~ :0  
j=l 
(4.1o) 
I-lere, 
~(J) _ ~')(J) [j , j = 1,2,3. 
If we equate the determinant of system (4.10) to zero and we obtain the so-called "dispersion" 
relation. We decompose this relation into the powers of E, using the coefficient at ¢ and equate 
it to zero 
2N 2 (dM1 - 1) ~_a 
o (To + 2M1) (/2 _ 1) V/~ = 0. (4.11) 
M~ M1) 2 (1 + 
Let )~ = O, i.e., 
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The roots of this equation are 
[2  z a.e.~:. (4.12) 
If ~ </ )~2,  then at 
"1-o = M1 q- x / -~ ,  
we constructed a Hadamard-type example of ill-posedness for the problem (2.2),(2.5). 
part icular case, this means the instabil ity of shock waves in layered systems. 
(4.13) 
In this 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The analysis given in [1] and the results of this paper show that the behavior of the shock waves 
are unstable for the considered model of layered systems (see [2]). The instabi l i ty of shock waves 
is a problem where with the use of the Hadamard-type examples one can prove the ill-posedness. 
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